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THE CLINKSCALE HOTEL, BAR + GRILL SETS A NEW STANDARD FOR MODERN
DECADENCE IN HISTORIC JEROME, ARIZONA
JEROME, Arizona: The Haunted Group hospitality group, known for putting Cottonwood and
Jerome “on the map” as Northern Arizona tourism destinations, breathes new life into Jerome
with their latest concept: The Clinkscale Hotel, Bar + Grill.
The versatile establishment
spans the historic Clinkscale
building, originally built in 1899,
with the restaurant and bar on
the ground floor, and six
exquisite questrooms on the
upper floors. Exposed brick,
hardwood floors, brown leather
and steel accents, create an
elegant and modern vibe,
rivaling even the most trendy
spots in Phoenix -- a quality that
has come to be expected of the
Haunted Group’s properties.
Restored in 2020 and furnished with luxury
amenities, the hotel is as chic as it is unique. Each
guestroom features modern decor, subway tiled
bathrooms with marble floors and walk-in showers,
pedestal sinks and high-end fixtures. Flat-screen
televisions, plush bedding with fine-cotton linens
and bath robes, soft-topped mattresses, and
high-end bath and spa products, create the
ultimate, tranquil lodging experience.
The Clinkscale restaurant touts an elevated experience, featuring a menu of American fusion
cuisine with just a touch of French flare, offering everything from a full brunch (complete with 1¢
mimosas) during the day, to filet mignon, scallops or chicken milanese in the evening.

Shareable starter plates of truffle fries or steak + blue cheese bruschetta, and decadent
desserts like warm beignets with vanilla bean custard and chocolate ganache, offer the perfect
indulgences for an evening out. Chef-crafted cocktails round out the menu, highlighted by
unique ingredients such as elderflower liqueur, smashed bordeaux cherry, and citrus foam.
This boutique hotel and modern American bar and grill is in the heart of Jerome on Main Street,
just steps from this historic town’s shops, galleries, wineries, bars and restaurants.
“With this concept, we were committed to bringing something completely different to Jerome,”
says Haunted Group owner, Eric Jurisin. “History is everywhere in this town. We embraced that,
while still giving Phoenicians and locals a chance to step into a different world at the Clinkscale.
The building is over 120 years old, but the elevated dining and hotel experience is today.
High-quality ingredients and unique menu items were our priorities. We wanted to bring
something new to Jerome with every bite.”
The Clinkscale hotel is now open for reservations, while the Clinkscale restaurant is now open
for brunch from 8am-4pm, with dinner coming soon. Visit www.theclinkscale.com for booking.
About the Haunted Group:
The Haunted Group, a hospitality group based in Cottonwood, Arizona, runs eight distinct hotel
& restaurant properties across the Verde Valley, including the Haunted Hamburger, the Tavern
Hotel, and Pizzeria Bocce. Known for innovative cuisine, impeccable design and theming, and
family-oriented leadership, the Haunted Group is credited with bringing fresh concepts into
Jerome and Cottonwood, putting these locations “on the map” with trendy destinations loved by
Phoenicians, out-of-state travelers, and locals alike.
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